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NONEXISTENCE OF H-CONVEX CUSPIDAL STANDARD
FUNDAMENTAL DOMAIN

Omer Yayenie

Abstract. It is well-known that if a convex hyperbolic polygon is con-
structed as a fundamental domain for a subgroup of the modular group,
then its translates by the group elements form a locally finite tessellation
and its side-pairing transformations form a system of generators for the
group. Such hyperbolically convex polygons can be obtained by using
Dirichlet’s and Ford’s polygon constructions. Another method of obtain-
ing a fundamental domain for subgroups of the modular group is through
the use of a right coset decomposition and we call such domains standard
fundamental domains. In this paper we give subgroups of the modular
group which do not have hyperbolically convex standard fundamental
domain containing only inequivalent cusps.

1. Introduction

Let Γ(1) denote the inhomogeneous modular group acting on the upper half
plane H in the usual manner:

τ
M7−→ aτ + b

cτ + d
, a, b, c, d ∈ Z, ad− bc = 1.

We shall denote the above mapping by its matrix form

M =
(

a b
c d

)
.

Note that M and −M define the same mapping in Γ(1). The modular group
Γ(1) is generated by the transformations (see [6], §1.2)

S =
(

1 1
0 1

)
: τ

S7−→ τ + 1 and T =
(

0 −1
1 0

)
: τ

T7−→ −1
τ

satisfying the relations (as mappings)

T 2 = (ST )3 = I.
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Among the subgroups of Γ(1) the congruence subgroups such as

Γ(N) := {M ∈ Γ(1) : a ≡ d ≡ 1 (mod N), b ≡ c ≡ 0 (mod N)} ,

Γ0(N) := {M ∈ Γ(1) : c ≡ 0 (mod N)} ,

Γ0(N) := {M ∈ Γ(1) : b ≡ 0 (mod N)} = TΓ0(N)T−1

have been the objects of detailed studies due to their significance in modu-
lar forms and other topics in analytic number theory. In this paper we are
concerned with subgroups Γ of Γ(1) with finite index ([Γ(1) : Γ] < ∞).

As a group of transformations on the upper half-plane H, Γ(1) is a discon-
tinuous group. It has a fundamental domain (we are using Lehner’s definition,
see [5], §IV.1), int(F), where F is given by

F =
{

τ ∈ H : |<(τ)| ≤ 1
2
, |τ | ≥ 1

}
.

Also, if M ∈ Γ(1), then the interior of M(F) is a fundamental domain of Γ(1).
Figure 1 shows how the regions M(F) (in the figure M stands for the triangle
M(F)) fit together to form a tessellation of the upper half-plane. Moreover,
two translates of F, say M(F) and N(F), have a common side if and only if
M = NT , M = NS, or M = NS−1. If M(F) and N(F) are adjacent(or have
a common side) and M(∞) 6= N(∞), then M = NT .

Figure 1. Tessellation of the upper half plane

Suppose that Γ is a subgroup of Γ(1) of index µ. Then Γ is a discontinuous
group on the upper half-plane and has a fundamental domain. One way of
obtaining a fundamental domain is through the use of a right coset decompo-
sition. There is a fundamental domain for Γ consisting of µ translates of F. If
Γ(1) = Γ · {L1, L2, . . . , Lµ} , is a right coset decomposition, then the set

RΓ =

(
µ⋃

k=1

Lk(F)

)o
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is a fundamental domain of Γ. Fundamental domains obtained by using right
coset decomposition are called standard fundamental domains. Zagier [9] used
this approach to give an explicit formula for the Petersson norm of a cusp form.
There are other methods of constructing fundamental domains, namely, Ford’s
isometric circle method and Dirichlet’s polygon construction (see [5], Chapter
IV). These two methods yield hyperbolically convex (h-convex) fundamental
domains. But, the standard fundamental domain RΓ might not have desirable
topological properties like connectedness and h-convexity. However, it is shown
in [6] that the right coset representatives can be chosen suitably to make the
standard fundamental domain RΓ connected. It is also shown in [8] that if Γ is
a normal subgroup of Γ(1), then the right coset representatives can be chosen
suitably to make RΓ h-convex.

Given an h-convex standard fundamental domain for a subgroup of the mod-
ular group, can it be constructed using Ford’s and/or Dirichelt’s method? The
answer is no. Figure 2(a) below is a standard fundamental domain for Γ(3)
that is not a Dirichlet polygon and Figure 2(b) shows a standard fundamental
domain for Γ(3) that is not a Ford polygon.

Figure 2. Standard Fundamental Domains for Γ(3)

Moreover, Ford’s and Dirichlet’s polygon for a subgroup Γ of the modular
group might contain two or more Γ-equivalent cusps (a cusp of Γ ⊆ Γ(1) is a
Γ-orbit in Q∪{∞}, see [5] for precise definition and detailed discussions). The
fundamental domain shown in Figure 3 is both a Ford and Dirichlet polygon
for the subgroup Γ0(3). However, this fundamental domain contains two cusps
0 and 1 that are equivalent under Γ0(3).

Recently Kulkarni [4] constructed fundamental domains using Farey symbols
which have the least number of sides. However, these fundamental domains
contain almost always equivalent cusps. Figure 4 given below is a fundamental
domain for Γ0(11) constructed using Kulkarni’s method. This fundamental
domain contains the equivalent cusps 0, 1

3 , 1
2 , 2

3 , and 1.
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Figure 3. Dirichlet & Ford Polygon for Γ0(3)

Figure 4. Fundamental Domain for Γ0(11)

As we pointed out earlier, Zagier (see [9], p. 377) gave an explicit standard
fundamental domain for Γ0(p), where p is prime, to calculate the Petersson
norm of a cusp form of a certain weight. These domains are h-convex standard
fundamental domains containing only inequivalent cusps. For any prime p, the
index of the subgroup Γ0(p) in Γ(1) is p + 1 and

Γ(1) = Γ0(p) · {T, I, S, . . . , Sp−1
}

.

The standard fundamental domain obtained by using the above right coset
decomposition (due to Zagier)

RΓ0(p) =


T (F) ∪

p−1⋃

j=0

Sj(F)




o
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is h-convex and contains only two inequivalent cusps of Γ0(p), namely 0 = T (∞)
and∞ = ISj(∞) for all j = 0, 1, . . . , p−1. Figure 5 shows an h-convex standard
fundamental domain for Γ0(5) containing only inequivalent cusps.

Figure 5. Fundamental Domain for Γ0(5)

Following Zagier’s approach one can show that the right coset decomposition

Γ(1) = Γ0(p2)
{

I, S, . . . , Sp2−1, T, SpT, . . . , S(p−1)pT
}

yields an h-convex standard fundamental domain containing only inequivalent
cusps for Γ0(p2) as shown in Figure 6 for Γ0(9).

Figure 6. Fundamental Domain for Γ0(9)

Other than the above constructions for special subgroups Γ0(N), where N
is either a prime or a square of a prime, no general method for constructing
an h-convex standard fundamental domain containing only inequivalent cusps
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for subgroups of Γ(1) seems to be discussed or to be known. It is the object of
this article to show that it is not always possible to have an h-convex standard
fundamental domain containing only inequivalent cusps.

2. The result

If there is an h-convex standard fundamental domain containing only in-
equivalent cusps for a subgroup Γ of the modular group, then the right coset
must have the following form. If Γ a subgroup of Γ(1) of index µ, then there
exists a finite number of elements A1, . . . , Ap such that

Γ(1) =
p⋃

k=1

λk−1⋃

j=0

ΓAkSj

and the set

RΓ =




p⋃

k=1

λk−1⋃

j=0

AkSj (F)




o

is a standard fundamental domain for Γ, where

λk = min{m ∈ N : Sm ∈ A−1
k ΓAk}.

We call the interior of the set RΓ a Cuspidal Standard Fundamental Do-
main(CSFD) for Γ, since RΓ contains only inequivalent cusps. The natural
number λk is called the width of the cusp Ak(∞) and it counts the number of
Γ-inequivalent copies of F attached at the point Ak(∞). We also say that Γ
has cusp split given by µ =

∑p
k=1 λk. In terms of the elements of Γ, there are

p disjoint conjugacy classes of parabolic elements in Γ of the form
{
M
〈
AkSλkA−1

k

〉
M−1 : M ∈ Γ

}
.

The vertices of RΓ lying on the boundary of the upper half-plane are the points
given by Ak(∞) for k = 1, 2, . . . , p, which are Γ-inequivalent cusps. The natural
number p, given above, is called the parabolic class number. From the above
description, it is not hard to see that if two cusps are Γ-equivalent, then they
have the same cusp width.

Now we are ready to state the question raised by Leon Ehrenpreis and Mar-
vin I. Knopp in a Number Theory Seminar at Temple University in Philadel-
phia. Is it possible to choose the set {A1, . . . , Ap} suitably to make the cuspidal
standard fundamental domain RΓ h-convex? (Note that the fundamental do-
mains constructed by Ford, Dirichlet, and Kulkarni are all h-convex.) The
answer is a resounding no. We will give an infinite collection of subgroups of
Γ(1) which do not have an h-convex cuspidal standard fundamental domain.

Theorem 2.1. For any odd prime p, the congruence subgroup Γ0(p3) of Γ(1)
defined by

Γ0(p3) =
{(

a b
c d

)
∈ Γ(1) : p3|b

}
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has no h-convex cuspidal standard fundamental domain.

We need the following lemmas to prove the theorem.

Lemma 2.2. Let P be a hyperbolic polygon with interior angles

θ1, θ2, θ3, . . . , θn.

Then P is h-convex if and only if each θk satisfies 0 ≤ θk ≤ π.

The proof of the above lemma can be found in [1] (§7.16) and [7].

Lemma 2.3. Let N be a natural number. Then

(i) [Γ(1) : Γ0(N)] = N
∏

p|N
(
1 + 1

p

)
.

(ii) A set of inequivalent cusps for Γ0(N) is given by

P (N) =
{

v

u
: (u, v) = 1, v|N, u

(
mod gcd

(
v,

N

v

))}

and the cusp width of v
u is given by N

gcd(v2,N) .
(iii) The number of inequivalent cusps for Γ0(N) is given by ∑

v|N
φ (gcd(v, N/v)).

Since Γ0(N) = TΓ0(N)T−1, the proof of the above lemma can be easily
derived from Propositions 2.5 and 2.6 of [3] in §2.4. The proof of the following
lemma is omitted.

Lemma 2.4. If two reduced rational numbers a
b and c

d are equivalent under
the group Γ0(n), then (a, n) = (c, n).

Proof of Theorem 2.1. First note that by Lemma 2.3 we have
[
Γ(1) : Γ0(p3)

]
=

p3 + p2 = p2(p+1) and there are 2p inequivalent cusps of Γ0(p3). Moreover,
the inequivalent cusps and their width are given below.

Index Cusp qk belongs Cusp width
k to the orbit λk

1 [∞] p3

2 [p] p
3 [2p] p
...

...
...

p [(p− 1)p] p
p + 1 [p2] 1
p + 2 [2p2] 1

...
...

...
2p [p3] 1
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We prove the theorem by contradiction. Suppose there are 2p-transfor-
mations A1, . . . , A2p such that

Γ(1) = Γ0(p3) ·
2p⋃

k=1

{
Ak, AkS, . . . , AkSλk−1

}

and the interior of

R =
2p⋃

k=1

λk−1⋃

j=0

AkSj(F)

is an h-convex cuspidal standard fundamental domain for Γ0(p3). Let Ak =
( ak bk

ck dk
) for k = 1, 2, . . . , 2p. By renumbering, if necessary, we can assume that

qk = Ak(∞) = ak

ck
for k = 1, . . . , 2p. By Lemma 2.4, we have

(
ak, p3

)
=





1 if k = 1
p if 2 ≤ k ≤ p
p2 if p < k < 2p
p3 if k = 2p.

If we let

Rk =
λk−1⋃

j=0

AkSj(F)

for k = 1, 2, . . . , 2p, then Rk is an h-convex polygon and

R =
2p⋃

k=1

Rk.

Since the image of a fundamental domain for a group by an element of the
group is also a fundamental domain, we can assume, without loss of generality,
that q1 = ∞ and A1 = Sm for some m ∈ Z with −p3 < m ≤ 0. Therefore
the h-convex polygon R1 containing p3 translates of F has the form depicted
below in Figure 7.

Figure 7. R1
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We want to show that each of the 2p − 1 polygons R2, . . . , R2p shares a
side with only the polygon R1. Since R is h-convex, connected, and a union of
2p polygons, for each n (2 ≤ n ≤ 2p) Rn must share a side with Rk for some
k 6= n. We want to show that k = 1.
Case 1: 2 ≤ n ≤ p.

Since Rn shares a side with Rk, there exist αk with 0 ≤ αk < λk and αn

with 0 ≤ αn < p such that AnSαn(F) shares a side with AkSαk(F). Since
AnSαn(∞) = qn 6= qk = AkSαk(∞), we have AnSαn = AkSαkT and as a
result

An = AkSαkTS−αn =
(

bk + αkak ∗
dk + αkck ∗

)
.

Note that p|(bk + αkak), since p|an. If k 6= 1, then p|ak and consequently p|bk.
This contradicts the fact that (ak, bk) = 1. Therefore k = 1. Hence for each
n, 2 ≤ n ≤ p, the polygon Rn shares a side only with R1.
Case 2: p + 1 ≤ n ≤ 2p.

Next we want to show that the polygons Rn, for n = p + 1, . . . , 2p, shares
a side only with R1. As before, the polygon Rn must share a side with Rk for
some k 6= n. That means there exists αk with 0 ≤ αk < λk such that An(F)
shares aside with AkSαk(F). Since An(∞) = qn 6= qk = AkSαk(∞), we have
An = AkSαkT and as a result

An = AkSαkT =
(

bk + αkak ∗
dk + αkck ∗

)
.

Note that p2|bk+αkak, because p2|(an, p3). If k 6= 1, then p|ak and consequently
p|bk. This is a contradiction. Therefore k = 1. Hence each of the polygons
Rk, k = 2, . . . , 2p, shares a side with R1 only.

Next we would like to show that these polygons could not be put together
to form an h-convex polygon which will lead us to a contradiction. Since Rk

shares a side only with R1 for each k = 2, 3, . . . , 2p, there exist an integer mk

with 0 ≤ mk < p3 and αk with 0 ≤ αk < λk such that AkSαk(F) shares a side
with A1S

mk(F). Consequently, we have

AkSαk = A1S
mkT

and

Ak = A1S
mkTS−αk = Sm+mkTS−αk =

(
m + mk ∗

1 ∗
)

.

Also note that mk 6= mn whenever k 6= n. Since p|ak for each k ∈ {2, 3, . . . , 2p},
p|(m + mk). If k 6= n and k, n ∈ {2, 3, . . . , 2p}, then p|(mk −mn). That means
any two distinct cusps Ak(∞) = m+mk and An(∞) = m+mn, where k and
n are greater than one, are at least p units apart on the real axis. Moreover,
there is at least one cusp with width greater than one that can not share a side
with R1 on any side of Sm(F) and Sp3+m−1(F). Thus, there exists at least one
t ∈ {2, . . . , p} such that m < qt = At(∞) = m + mt < p3 + m − 1. Now
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let us look R near the parabolic point qt. Depending on αt, R looks like one
of the regions in Figure 8.

Figure 8. R when zoomed in near qt

In all of the above p cases, as shown above, the interior angle at the vertex
marked by a solid dot equals 4

(
π
3

)
> π. This is a contradiction to the h-

convexity of the polygon R (see Lemma 2.2). Therefore Γ0(p3) has no h-convex
cuspidal standard fundamental domain for any odd prime p. �
Remark 2.5. In the proof of the above theorem we used the hypothesis p ≥ 3 in
order to get at least 2 inequivalent cusps of width greater than 1. The shaded
region shown in Figure 9 is an h-convex cuspidal standard fundamental domain
for Γ0(8).

Figure 9. h-convex CSFD for Γ0(8)
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